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ABSTRACT
This report is a preliminary

version Of documentation for the

GEARBIpackage. This package solves systems of ordinary differential
equations (initial

value problem), with emphasis on stiff

systems,

in which the Jacobian matrix has a regular block structure.
package takes advantage of that structure
(block-SOR) method to solve the linear
In all

The

and uses a block-iterative

algebraic systems that arise,

other respects, GEARBIis much the sameas the GEARpackage

(UCID-30001, Rev. 3). An earlier
for atmospheric kinetics-transport

version of GEARBIhas been used
problems in one and two dimensions.

INTRODUCTION
The GEARBIpackage is concerned with systems of ordinary differential
equations(ODE’s) of the form
~} = dy/dt = f(Y,t)

(I)

in which y and f are vectors of length N, and in which an initial

value

YO = Y(to) is given. The older and heavily used GEARpackage [I]
concerned with the same problem, but has severe iimitations
stiff

for large

problems, which GEARBIis intended to overcome. For the efficient

solution

of stiff

problems, it

is necessary to construct and use the

-2’

Jacobianmatrix,
¯
N
j = ~f/~y (~fi/~Yj)i,j:l

~(2)

In GEAR,J is treatedas a full N x N matrix;hence,the limitation
for largeN. In contrast,GEARBIassumesthat J has a certain
regularblockstructure,one that is presentin many applications~
of interest,and attemptsto take maximumadvantageof that structure,
in economyof both storageand computation.
To beginwith,considera systemof p partialdifferential
equationsin a spacevariabler (in any numberof dimensions)
and
timet,
Bui/Bt L(ui) + Ri(Ul,...,Up)(-i~ 1,2,..,,p). (3)
HereLis a fixed linearspatialdifferential
operatorwhich involves
only ui in the ith equation.,
whileRi may involve~all
p variablesbut
no spatialderivatives.
Both L and the Ri may also be functions,of~r
and t. (The i might b
e chemical inetic
k
ate
r
functions, or
f example.)
Supposethat the numericalmethodof lines[2] with finitedifferencing
is to be appliedto (3). The resultis a systemof ODE’s of the form
(1). If the totalnumberof nodesin the differencing
schemeis
then the componentsofy are the approximations
uij to ui at the nodes
= pq.
rj(j = l,...,q),or in q zones,and the number of components.is
If [. representsthe chosen(linear)differenceanalogof L at rj, then
-

J

the ODE representing
(3) at rj
duij/dt
= Lj(Uil,...,Uiq)
+ Ri(ulj,...,Upj
)
The Jacobianof the system(4) is a blockedmatrix,

(4)
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J

¯
That is, it consistsof p x p blocks,with q blocksin each direction
along the matrix.Here Dj; the blockat theith diagonalblock position,
is;a
., p x p matrixdependingonly on Ulj,...,Uqj
P

<°>

Dj =
,B=I

blocksare multiplesof
where a~B is the Kronecker5. The off-diagonal
are
the p x p identitymatrixIp. The coefficients
@[y(Uil’""’uiq) (y,a l ..,q; y>~ a)

(7)

Bui5
(the aboveexpressionis independent
of i, by linearity)and theseform
a q x q matrix A. (Take the diagonalelementsof A to be zero.)The
___.

Dj (j=l,...,q)and A describecompletelythe JacobianJ. In fact,
GEARBIassumesonly the structure(5), whetherornot it arisesfrom
problemof the form(3).
Here we will regardthe Dj as full p x p matrices,althoughin
practicethey may be sparseand theirstructurecouldbe utilizedwith
appropriate
sparsematrixalgorithms.
The matrixA, however,is regarded
as largeand sparse,as it representsthe geometryof the regionof
interestin r-space,the-manner
in whichit is coveredby q nodes

~¯-

-4or zones, and the nature of the finite
For simplicity,

differencing

and formaximumefficiency

in (4).

in the°case of a :~

regular geometry, we assumethat the sparseness structure

of A

is described in terms of the diagonal lines containing its

nonzero

elements. Thus, for example, for a rectangle in two dimensions
with a 5-point discrete operator, A will

have four nonzero diagonal

lines - one immediately below the main diagonal, one further
and the other two in symmetric positions

above the main diagonal.

Weassumein general that the nonzero diagonals of A lie
symmetric positions

relative

down,

to the main diagonal.

in

Of course, only

the nonzero diagonal lines of A are stored.
The assumptions in (3) that L is linear
because they are relevant in many applications
simplify

both the data structure

The same alogrithm,

and fixed are made
and because they

and the algorithm to be used.

and the GEARBIpackage, can be easily extended

to more general problems, by replacing ay~Ip above by an arbitrary
diagonal p x p matrix,

or, most generally of all,

matrix. However, storage considerations

an arbitrary

p x p

becomemuch more restrictive

in that case.
An alternative

approach in the case of more general problems

(e.g. nonlinear L or component-dependenttransport coefficients)
is to approximate the Jacobian J by a matrix which does satisfy
¯ the assumptions madehere, and supply that approximation where
called for.

This amounts to solving a nonlinear equation by

Newton’s method with somewhatinaccurate slope data. The limit
will

be accurate, but may require more iterations.

approximate similarly
the right-hand
different

in the computation of the function f, or

sides of (3),

problem.)

(One must not

however, as this would meansolving

-5-

The solution by GEARBIof the initial
or (4) is done (as in GEAR)by implicit

value problem for (I)
linear

multistep methods,

of either the Adamsor the BDF(backward differentiation
type. In either

formula)

case, the algorithm is both variable-order

variable-step-size.

The solution

of the implicit

step equation

by a Newton-like (or chord) method leads to the solution
systems where coefficient

and

of linear

matrix is

(8)

P = I - hBoJ ,
where I is the N x N identity

matrix,

h is the stepsize in t,

B0 is a scalar associated with the seiected method and current
order, and J is the Jacobian (2).
has the same block structure
in (5) for P as well as

Clearly the Newton matrix

as J does, and we will
The solution

of a linear

use the notation
system
(9)

Px : b
is then done in GEARBIby a block-iterative

method based on the

givenblock structure.
The specific

method used here is block successive overrelaxation

(block-SOR) and can be summarized as follows.

If x and b are regarded

as segmented with segments xi and bi of length p, then we begin by
estimating x as X0 according to
bi ,
Di x0
i =
i.e.,

by ignoring the elements of A.

are generated according to

(10)
~
Then subsequent iterates

x

-6Dix~ : mbi -I
+ (l - ~)Dix~
..

(11)

¯ .
v -m ~ a:.x~-l (i:l,2
"".q) ’
- mJ<l~ aijxj j>i lj j
where ~ is the overrelaxation
parameter.For maximumefficiency
in both(lO) and (ll),the so]utionof the p x p systems,
coefficient
matricesDi, is doneby computingLU decompositions
of theseblocks,savingthese,and backsolving
as necessary,
using subroutines
DEC and SOL [3]. The parameterm is chosen
adaptivelyas theiterationproceeds[4]. A convergencetest
is
appliedat each iteration,basedon the localerrorto be allowed
inthe ODE solution.Details-ofthese methodswill be given in a
laterreport.
j

Historically,
the GEARBIpackagewas originallydeveloped
in late 1972,for use in studiesof stratospheric
kinetics-transport
at LLL [5]. The originalversionof GEARBIhas been considerably
modifiedand improvedin the presentversion.The principalmodificationsare in the use of a more convenientuser interface
(especially
the new driverroutine),new and fasterfull linear
systemsolvers,and a betteralgorithmfor selectingm. Most of
the changescorrespondto improvements
thathave been made to the
GEAR packagesince1972.
In 1973,an extendedversionof GEARBI,CalledGEARBIL,was
also written.This was basedon the same algorithmas in GEARBI
(as it existedthen),but with all of the largearrays
stored
Large Core Memory(LCM) on the CDC 7600. That packagehas been
(and is) used with considerable
successin a wide Variety
atmospheric
modelingproblems,e.g.,[5], [6], with valuesof p

-7up to 20 and valuesof q up to about 1500.In the near future,
an updatedversionof GEARBIL,basedon the presentGEARBI,will
be generated.

AVAILABILITY
The GEARBIpackageis writtenin reasonablystandardFortran,
in singleprecision,with no languagefeatureswhichare peculiar
to LLL. At LLL, the sourcecode is availablefrom the NMG Mathematical SoftwareLibrary,by way. of~he,accessroutine~MSLAR,’-us~ng
the
teletypecommand
NMG MSLARREADDRIVB!END (return)
The packagehas also been clearedfor unlimitedreleaseoutside
LLL, A listingis availableon request.
The structureof the GEARBIpackageis quiteanal,ogousto that
of GEAR. It consistsof nine subroutines:
DRIVBI,INTERP,STIFBI,
COSET,PSETBI,SOLBI,OMEGA,DEC,.andSOL. The routinesINTERP,
COSET,DEC,and SOL are identicalto the routinesby the same names
in GEAR.Subroutines
DRIVBI,STIFBI,and PSETBIare similarto
DRIVE,STIFF, and PSET in GEAR. SOLBIandOMEGAaredevoted to the
block-SORlinearsystemsolutionperformedby GEARBI.
Most of the routinescontainOPTIMIZEcards,.formaximum
efficiencyunder CHAT (or ORDER).These must be removedfor Use
¯
on othercompilers.
A demonstration
programis also available,for purposesof
illustration.
(See the last sectionbelow for a description
of the
demonstration
problem.)The sourcecode for this program,together
with the GEARBIpackage,is obtainablewith the Command
NMG MSLARREAD DEMO DRIVBIEND (return)
\

-

.

-8USAGE
As with the GEAR package,the usageof GEARBIrequiresthe user to
make callsto a driverroutinein the packageand to supplysubroutines
which describethe functionf and the JacobianJ. The driversubroutineis DRIVBI,-and the user suppliedroutinesare calledDIFFUN,
PDBD,and ASET.What followsis an abbreviated
description
of the
call sequencesfor theseroutines.They are also ratherfullydescribed
in commentcardsin the sourcecode of DRIVBI.
The callingsequenceto DRIVBIisas follows:
CALL DRIVBI(N, TO, HO, YO, TOUT,EPS, MF, INDEX,MATP)
The argumentsN, TO (=to),HO (initialstep size),YO (=yo), TOUT (next
outputvalueof t), and EPS (localerrortolerance)have meanings
identicalto thosein GEAR,as describedin [l].
The methodflag MF is similar,but has only 6 values’not 8 lO, II, 13, 20, 21, and 23. Its firstdigit~.METH,is l for Adams
and 2 for BDF. Its seconddigitis 0 for functionaliteration,l
for modifiedNewtoniterationwith user-supplied
Jacobian,and 3 for
modifiedNewtoniterationwith a diagonalJacobianapproximation.
Thesedifferfrom the valuesin GEAR in the absenceof MITER=2(internally
generatedJacobian)and in, the specialmeaningof MITER=Ifor the block

structure
assumedhere.Also,to keepthe storagerequirements
dowD~.........
Li
......
the orderis restricted
to 5 for both methodtypes.
The flag INDEXhas the same inputmeaningsas for GEAR (l for
firstcall, 0 for normalcontinuation,
etc.).Its outputvaluesare
also the same exceptthat INDEX=’3meansthat the problemwas halted
eitherbecauseof repeatedfailuresof the correCtorconvergence
test,
or becauseof repeatedfailuresof the block-iterative
(inner)convergencetest (the printederrormessageswill indicatewhich).

-9The argument MATPis new with GEARBI;it

is not present in GEAR.

It is an integer vector containing the parameters needed to describe
the structure

of the Jacobian matrix,

as shown in (5).

Its components

are as follows:
MATP(1)= p = the size of the blocksin J, and the numberof partial
differential
equationsin (3) (if that is the application).
MATP(2)= q = the numberof blocksin each directionalong J, and
the numberof pointsin the discretization
of each equation
in (3).
MATP(3)= NA = the numberof diagonallinesin the q x q matrix
A= (aij) whichcontainnonzeroelementsand which lie
strictlybelow the main diagonal.The numberof such
linesstrictlyabovethe main diagonalis assumedto be the
same,and they are assumedto lie in symmetricpositions.
MATP(3+k)= IDA(k)(k=l’2,...,NA)
is the row indexin A at which
kth nonzerolowerdiagonalstartsin columnl, 2 < IDA(k)<
Thus if a lowerdiagonalline of aij with i - j = ~ is
labeledas the kth lowerdiagonal,then IDA(k)= ~ +
Its reflectionis the line of aij with j - i = ~ = IDA(k)(IDA is the name of a vectorinternalto the package;the
notationIDA(k)is used here in placeof MATP(3+ k)
for convenience.)
The allocationof problem-dependent
storageis done in DRIVBI,
usinglabeledCommonblocks.The sourcecode,as supplied,contains
dimensionswhichallowfor p <
20, N <m 500, p*N ~ 2500,2*NA*q~ 800, and
m
NA ~ 9. For problemsizes exceedingany oftheselimits, alter the
dimensions
in DRIVBIaccordingto the instructions
in commentcardsthere.

-lO,
The right-handside of the ODE system(]), f(y,t)is supplied
by the user in the form of SubroutineDIFFUN(N,T,Y,YDOT).
It has
exactlythe same parametersas in the GEAR package.
The Jacobianmatrix(whenMITER=I)is suppliedby two routines,
SubroutinePDBD(T,YI,I,DI,MP)
and SubroutineASET(T,Y,AA,MQ).
T is t, MP is p, and ~Q is,q.PDBD is to computethe diagonalblock
DI of the Jacobian(see (6)).~

It is to storeDI into the
MP by MP arrayDI. The argumentYI is the I.th segmentof lengthp
in the y vector,i.e.,the p variablesassociatedwith the Ith node
Or zone.(By assumption,
DI does not dependon any other component
of y.) ASET is to computethe off-diagonal
coefficients
aij, or those
which lie on the diagonallines describedby MATP. It is to storethese
into the MQ by2*NAarray AA, as follows:The first NA columnsof AA
(eachof~ lengthMQ) are to be set to the lowerdiagonallinesof A.
in the orderindicatedby IDA, with elementsin row i of A storedin
the ith positionin the appropriate
columnsof AA. Thus lower elements
aij with i j = ~ = IDA(k) - l go into AA(i,k).The remaining
columnsof AA are to be set tothe upperdiagonallines,with the
reflectionof the kth lowerline storedin columnNA + k. Thus upper
elementsaij with j - i = ~ = IDA(k)-lgo into AA(i,NA+k).
The call to ASET is made soon afterenteringthe packageroutine
PSETBI,and is therebyexecutedeach time the Newtonmatrixp, defined
by (8), is updated.However,if the A matrixis constant,then ASET
need be calledonly once.In that case, the call can be removedfrom
PSETBIand insertedintoDRIVBI,to just belowstatementnumber17.
As suggestedearlier,it may be convenientto supply,.through
PDBD and ASET,a matrixJ that only approximates
the true valueof

-llBf/By. This would allow the GEARBIpackage, without modification,
solve the problem (3) even if,
if

the off-diagonal

for example, L were mildly nonlinear,

coefficients

given by (7) were slightly

from one component to another, or if

of A significantly

different

some of the coefficients

small enough tobe neglected entirely
structure

to

were

in J, thereby making the

simpler thanit

would otherwise be.

If the matrices Dj given by (6) are sparse (say, with at least
half of the elements being zero), and if
the same for all

j,

then efficiency

considerably by substituting

the sparseness structure

is

could quite possibly be improved

appropriatesparse

matrix routines

for

DECand SOL.
DEMONSTRATION
PROBLEM
A demonstration program, which uses GEARBIto solve a simple
problem with a known analytic

solution,

the package. To date, no other testing
other than the actual, use of earlier

has been written

to validate

of GEARBIhas been done,

versions of the package.

The demonstration problem used here is based on a simple 2dimensional advective transport
grid,

problem. Consider a square g x g

with the g2 nodes indexed rowwise by (i,j)

At each node consider two functions uij
(identical)

and vij,

with 0 < i,j

<

given by the

ODE’s

uij = ~I Ui-l,j+ ~2 ui,j-I- 2uij
(12)
vij = ~I Vi-l,j+ m2 vi,j-I- 2vij
in which0 < i,j < g and any term with a negativesubscriptis dropped.
If the initialvaluesare Uo0 = Vo0 = I, and all otheruij and vij are
zero,then the true solutionis

-12¯

i
ti+J e-2t/ i!j! .
uij = vij = ml m~

(13)

We nowforma vectory of size N = 2g2 out of the uij and vij by proceeding
thorughthe nodesin the reverseof the usualorder. Thusfor 0 < i,j < g,
set
k : (g-i) + (g-l-j)g
Y2k-l: uij
Y2k = vij "
Then (12)becomes
= My

(14)

where M is an uppertriangularmatrixwith an appropriateblock
structure.
The diagonalblocksare all equal:to-212 (I2 = 2x2 identitymatrix).The
blocksjust abovethe main diagonal,exceptin blockpositions(i,i+l)with
i ~ 0 (mod g), are all ~iI2. The blocksin the block positions(i,i+g)are
all ~212. All other elementsof M are zero.
The particularcase used here is with g = lO (N = 200),~l = 1.5, and
~2 = .7. Thesechoicesof ~l and ~2 make M fail to be diagonallydominant,
and the choiceof orderingof the variablesmakesthe blockiterationprocess
nontrivial.
(Withthe naturalordering,M wouldbe ¯lowertriangular,
and
the processwould give exact solutionsto (9)in one iteration.)We wish
integratethe problemfrom t = 0 to t = lO00 and take outputat powersof
-2.
lO startingat t = lO
This problemis suitablefor solutionby GEARBIif we take p = 2 and
q=

= I00. The diagonalblocksof the dacobian,M, are -212, and the

lOOxlO0matrixA has its nonzeroelementson two linesabovethe main
diagonal.Becauseof the symmetryassumedby GEARBI,we must also include

-13-

the reflections
of thesetwo lines.Thus NA is 2, and we take IDA(1)=
IDA(2)= g+l = li. The demonstration
programsuppliedwith the GEARBI
packagesolvesthe problemfor each of the six valuesof MF, and checksthe
computedanswersagainstthosein (13).

-14-
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